Ten Thousand Vines & Reverie Creamery
are pleased to present

10kVines Wine Explorers Club
Virtual Wine Pairing
VREDE | CHENIN BLANC
Chenin Blanc from South Africa, light, crisp and refreshing.
Notes of crispin and gala apple. In the mid palette it shows a
touch of limestone character to make it really interesting. This
excellent summer wine finishes very dry.
Cheese Pairing: Bucheron

BLUE MOON RISING |
Slightly sweet white wine, fruity and tropical with caramelized
pineapple in the nose. Orange blossom honey, and spiced poached
pear profile. It is fuller bodied with just enough oak to support the
fruit without overshadowing. Creamy to buttery texture with a hint of
sweetness in the finish.
Cheese Pairing: Chamomilla and Tom with Quince Paste

SWEET ESCAPE | FRUIT WINE
Sweet sipping fruity wine with notes of peach and raspberry. A true
summer wine, look for hints of lemon zest as you sip this light and
refreshing treat… one bottle may not be enough.
Cheese Pairing: Cambozola

10kVines Wine Explorers Club
Virtual Wine Pairing
BLUSHING MERLOT | WHITE MERLOT
This rosé wine is dry but with without the acidic bite. Fruity and
medium bodied. Passion fruit in the nose, look for a silky texture in
this clean and bright wine.
Cheese Pairing: Merlot Bellavitano

BUENA ONDE | CHILEAN RED BLEND
Dry Chilean red. This wine is a blend of Carmenere, Cab Franc, Syrah,
and Pais; intense, deeply colored, and jammy. Medium body with
cranberry and red plum flavors. Smooth and spicy finish.
Cheese Pairing: Pecorino Pepato and Gitane on Weck

CAMPIONE | NEGROAMARO
Dry full-bodied Italian red. It is fruit forward with a cherry cranberry
chutney nose. The acidity gives a distinct structured backbone.
The finish shows a touch of baking spice, but doesn't linger.
Cheese Pairing: Wanderer with Onion Confit

ALL COOPED UP | CORVINA
This lively Corvina is soft and round, she’s on the sweet side with
tons of fruit flavor in the front. Red plum notes make this wine
perfect for day drinking in your pajamas.
Cheese Pairing: Fromager D’Affinois

